Performance Release Form

For some performances, primarily our annual performance at Kennywood, students are permitted to be signed out by a family member and leave the performance venue with them rather than using BWSD transportation. Only students who are signed out are permitted to stay at the performance site after the buses leave. On a case by case basis, students may be released to their parents directly after a performance (for example, leaving a game after halftime to rest for morning SAT’s). Submission of this form is not a guarantee that leaving early will be permitted.

For our Kennywood performance, a parent or designee (age 21 or over) must stop in the Parkside Cafe restaurant after the parade to sign their student out. For other performances, the director will designate a location at the performance venue where the student will meet their parent/family member. In cases where the student leaves a performance early, they are responsible for returning their uniform and equipment, either at the performance or at the next opportunity (rehearsal, etc.)

Student Name:__________________________________________

Adult who will be picking up student:__________________________
(Must be at least 21 years of age)

Relationship to student:____________________________________

Performance date:__________ Performance location:________________________

Reason for early release:

I hereby give permission for my child to be released from the above performance to the supervision of my designee, as listed above.

__________________________________________  ______________________
Parent Signature  Date